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Part I:   Introducing human rights in the family 
 

 

 

For many of us, the world of today stands on the threshold of a golden age. We 

can foresee sweeping changes in our life, in our work, in our legislation and in 

our countries, in our world.   

 

I have been fighting for the triumph of logic in politics over passion, for the 

protection of individual freedoms against collective tyrannies. An energetic 

country of ours can become a model of the just society in which every citizen 

will enjoy his fundamental rights, in which two great linguistic communities 

and peoples of many cultures will live in harmony, and in which individuals 

will find fulfillment.  

 

For me that is Canada. C’est ca le Canada.   

Pierre Eliot Trudeau, 1968 

 

 

Section A:    The handbook 
 

In 1982, the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms passed into law Prime Minister 

Trudeau’s vision of Canada as the just society. With this Charter, human rights became 

officially established as the defining values and principles unifying Canadians as a 

people. Only some of these values are entrenched within the Charter or in previous or 

subsequent legislation; others exist as the implicit values and intentions uniting us as a 

society and people. In this sense, the Charter began in law what we as individual citizens 

are entrusted to complete in our persons. As testament to this, Prime Minister Trudeau 

stated above his signature on the Charter: 

“We must now establish the basic principles, the basic values and beliefs which 

hold us together as Canadians so that beyond our regional loyalties there is a 

way of life and a system of values which make us proud of the country that has 

given us such freedom and such immeasurable joy.” 

 

Yet human rights are much more than Canadian values; they are collective human values 

with precedents across national, cultural and religious contexts. Human rights reflect the 

vital, minimal requirements for a satisfactory human life. Although some charge that 

human rights are Western, Eurocentric values being imposed on the world, in fact most 

nations are voluntary signatories of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and 

subsequent international covenants. This is indicative of the considerable consensus 

within the international community for constituting human rights as a common standard 

for negotiating international relations and development. The same is true for new 

immigrant and ethnically diverse families in Canada; human rights may be familiar to 

these individuals either explicitly, or at least implicitly when recontextualized within 

native languages or cultures. Accordingly, cross-culturally sensitive counselling is 

complementary with the promotion and education of human rights. 



1.  Why a handbook on human rights in the family?  
 

This handbook is a resource for teaching human rights in the context of the family. The 

family is the initial group we encounter in life, and the place we first learn to assert, 

respect or abuse the rights of ourselves and others. In a sense, the family is a microcosm 

of the larger human society—the community, the nation, the world. So, it bears some 

responsibility for planting the seeds of a healthy, participatory citizenry, just as it bears 

some responsibilty for the emergence of tyranny. Yet, to date, most human rights 

education has focused on public and institutional relationships to the neglect of the 

personal. Such discriminations between the public and the personal leaves huge classes of 

rights holders largely unprotected, and specificaly those individuals most dependent on 

the family to negotiate their rights and well-being: women, children, adult dependents, 

and the elderly.   

 

So too, it is a resource for service providers to distinguish when it is appropriate or 

inappropriate to use cultural differences as grounds for discrimination. There has been a 

troubling tendency to excuse human rights abuses in the family on the grounds of cultural 

differences, for some of the same violations that would never be tolerated in the 

workplace or public on any grounds. Some mistakenly think that what appears to be a 

human rights abuse in the family may simply be an alternative moral way of life 

elsewhere. Human rights are a standard that is meant to hold across such differences; they 

are a non-negotiable standard that can be applied to distinguish those traditions and ways 

of life worth protecting on moral grounds from those best left to the dustbin of history. In 

thise sense, this handbook on human rights education offers a standard for negotiating 

cultural change, as well as a potential resource for professional ethics. 

 

This book on human rights in the family is the second of three handbooks commissioned 

as part of the Breaking Cultural Barriers: Towards Institutional Change for the Benefit of 

Immigrant Women. The project was administered by the Indo-Canadian Women’s 

Association (ICWA) and funded by the Alberta Human Rights Commission. The aim of 

the overall initiative is to assist immigrant women and their families to integrate into their 

new country, Canada. Its objective has been to enhance the status and well-being of 

women by educating new immigrants about the Canadian legal system, values, and 

services. To achieve this objective, several user-friendly handbooks have been prepared 

for use by new immigrants and their service-providers. The first is a guidebook to the 

Canadian Legal System focusing on family law; the second is this handbook on human 

rights in the family; and the third is a cross-cultural counselling manual. Whereas the first 

is a legal resource and the third a therapeutic resource, this is an educational resource. 

 

 

2. How was the handbook prepared? 
 

To prepare this handbook, we re-contextualized human rights from legal and 

constitutional contexts to the nitty-gritty of our most immediate and intimate familial 

relations. This shift in interpreting human rights from a public to a more personal context 

is a key’ step if human rights are to become an accepted system of values. Human rights 



encompass both political and personal values; although some rights are conducive to 

being translated into laws, others are not. So, the challenge has been to constitute rights 

into laws sanctioned by state appartuses, while inculcating human rights as a 

comprehensive system of values through socialization and education. This need to 

inclucate human rights through multiple institutions and means is reflected in the 

preamble to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (1948): 

…THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY proclaims THIS UNIVERSAL 

DECLARATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS as a common standard of achievement 

for all peoples and all nations, to the end that every individual and every organ of 

society, keeping this Declaration constantly in mind, shall strive by teaching and 

education to promote respect for these rights and freedoms and by progressive 

measures, national and international, to secure their universal and effective 

recognition and observance, both among the peoples of Member States 

themselves and among the peoples of territories under their jurisdiction. 

 

This handbook offers support to families on the premise that families are an important 

resource for promoting respect for human rights and freedoms. To accomplish this 

purpose, we drew on four key human rights documents. These four documents were 

selected insofar as they have significantly informed human rights legislation, judicial 

interpretation, and values in Canada as they pertain to the family and familial relations: 

1. Universal Declaration of Human Rights  

 2. Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women 

3. Convention of the Rights of the Child 

4. Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms 

Yet, for human rights to become a system of values rather than a set of legal principles, 

people must accept the values voluntarily. This requires that human rights precepts be 

introduced as more than mere lists of rules; they need to be introduced and explained on 

rational and empirical grounds. Accordingly, this handbook presents the philosophical 

underpinnings of human rights, and follows this with real life stories drawn from 

interviews with Canadian immigrant women. Most of these interviews were conducted by 

the Intercultural Action Committee for the Advancement of Women, as reported by 

ICWA’s Dr. Zohra Husaini in Cultural Dilemma and a Plea for Justice: Voices of 

Canadian Ethnic Women. The author used the philosophical principles and life narratives 

to identify and prioritize the familial issues and conflicts presented in the handbook. 

 

 

3. Who can use the handbook? 

 

This handbook is for three user-groups: service providers; educators; and family 

members. It is written to communicate across a broad spectrum of backgrounds. 

 

a. Family and immigrant service providers refer to all those professionals and  

paraprofessionals who offer services to families and immigrants, from social workers to 

employment counsellors to lawyers. The rationale for addressing immigrant service 

providers is that immigrants can experience greater conflicts between their socialized 

family values and those of a human rights culture. In many traditional contexts, large 



extended families headed by an authoritarian father-figure represent the primary social 

support network; such family structures make the cultivation of relationships based on 

universality, equality and reciprocity difficult. Certain individuals within such extended 

families experience unequal expectations to subjugate their own vital interests to those of 

the family collective: notably women, children, and the elderly. This expectation 

underlies many human rights violations perpetuated in and by the family. These groups 

remain largely unprotected by human rights commissions and organizations, which tend 

to focus on public issues related to labour, legal, and constitutional matters. 

 

The handbook is more educational than therapuetic; it offers service providers guidelines 

to help families become more respectful of human rights. These families may or may not 

be disfunctional from a traditional therapeutic perspective. Strong families headed by 

otherwise upstanding citizens may perpetrate human rights abuses in the home. They may 

even be convinced they are acting in the best interests of other family members or the 

family at large. If they have not broken laws or experienced family breakdown, they may 

have little impetus to change. This human rights educational approach provides a way to 

initiate a preventative program to change families’ values and attitudes. It is not meant to 

supplant the culture and customs of a family, but to help family members to distinguish 

traditions compatible or in conflict with fundamental human rights.  

 

b. Educators include educators of children, adult immigrants, social service 

providers, family support programs, or individuals in therapeutic programs. The 

handbook can serve as the basis for an introduction to human rights in the family across 

these diverse educational contexts. Part I surveys the principles and history of human 

rights; Part II offers brief case sstudies of human rights in various familial interactions 

and contexts. These are based on actual interviews, and can be used to introduce human 

rights in the family through a case-study approach. For readers with limited English 

language abilities, we eventually hope to prepare the handbook as a content-based 

program in human rights education for early adult ESL and literacy programs suitable for 

new immigrants to Canada. 

 

c. Family members:  The handbook is suitable for any person or family suffering 

from human rights problems. Individual users could be those who abuse the rights of 

others in the family or the victims of such abuse. Sometimes it is impossible to make 

such clear distinctions; people who are victims in one relationship in the family may be 

abusers in another. So, a woman experiencing spousal abuse may also be a mother-in-law 

abusing the rights of a new bride in the household. For this reason, human rights abuses 

are best treated systemically, that is, as a disfunction of the family rather than of 

particular individuals. Both immigrant and established Canadian families could benefit 

from this program. The education could be focused on one or two family members who 

are more receptive than others to human rights education. Victims, in particular, tend to 

be more motivated than abusers to introducing human rights into contexts of human 

rights abuse. It is best to have some educational or therapeutic support in reading and 

interpreting the handbook in the context of particular family circumstances. For readers 

with limited English language and literacy skills, we hope eventually to translate this 

series of handbooks into key immigrant languages and ESL materials.  



 

4.  Where to use the handbook? 
 

The handbook can be used in educational, therapeutic, and family support contexts, and 

by individual families or family members. It is an educational rather than a prescriptive 

program, written to explore and discuss family values in a safe and open manner, and not 

to impose human rights values on an unwilling and unreceptive audience. So, it is 

important that they the material be introduced in a safe and non-threatening manner.  

 

 

5. How is the handbook organized? 

 

Part I of the handbook introduces key human rights concepts, theories, and histories. 

This section is written for clients and service providers alike, and to lay and expert 

audiences alike. It is included on the premise that the transition to adopting human rights 

as a value system requires understanding human rights as reasons. As Brian Orend (2002) 

points out, “A human right…is not a property of persons; rather, it is a reason to treat 

persons in certain ways” (p. 18). People need strong reasons for changing the way they 

treat others, and engaging in reasoning and dialogue is an empowering and necessary step 

in negotiating such change. In this respect, though potentially challenging, the material in 

this section is designed for a broad audience. A human rights culture cannot be enforced; 

it depends on the willing compliance of the people as procured through reasoning and 

education. As Martha Nussbaum (1997) argues, “Reason, in short, constructs the 

personality in a very deep way, shaping its motivation as well as its logic.” 

 

Part II applies a case-study approach to human rights issues affecting Canadian families. 

The cases are drawn from interviews with individuals—mostly women—affected by 

human rights abuses in the family. The case-study approach is designed to connect moral 

reasoning (the application of rights) with the moral imagination (life stories) of readers. 

This approach is premised on the view that it is not enough to re-educate rational views to 

effect the transition to a human rights culture; we must change our emotional responses—

our empathy and sensitivity—to the suffering of others. In short, we must feel the 

suffering to cultivate sufficient motivation to change; the awareness of suffering, in turn, 

can cultivate greater compassion (literally, with-suffering).  So, these stories give us a 

way to enter the experiences of others, to experience the suffering of others as similar to 

our own, and to change accordingly. These stories may be familiar or unfamiliar to 

readers; they can be used to cultivate empathy or a sense of solidarity. By cultivating 

empathy and solidarity, these stories offer a way to cultivate love, the very stuff that 

binds individuals most effectively to one another. The stories are followed by an 

explanation of how they violate human rights, as well as alternative ways to handle such 

situations that are more respectful of human rights. This section is organized on three 

levels: 1) by the five categories of human rights; 2) the issue (e.g. choice of marital 

partners); 3) the individuals (e.g. adult children; daughters-in-law).  

 

Part III examines the problems, incentives and enforcement options for encouraging the 

adoption of human rights in the context of the family. 



 

6.  How to teach human rights? 
 

This handbook adapts a unique approach to human rights education developed by the 

author and piloted in a series of summer camps for children and youth sponsored by the 

John Humphrey Centre for Peace and Human Rights (MacPherson, 2001).  

 

a.  Approaches to human rights education 

The important question for human rights education is: How does information become an 

integrated world view? Such transformation is possible through a sequence of integrated 

approaches and activities moving in succession through four stages. In this sense, the four 

approaches are a nested hierarchy. When all four approaches and activities are integrated 

into a single program, they have the power to change patterns that have been embedded 

across generations. Together, these four approaches transform human rights from mere 

information into an integrated world view. The four approaches and activities are:   

 

i.  Moral precepts for transmitting human rights as concepts, rules and laws 

• approach:  moral precepts  

• activities:  listening, reading, and remembering 

• content:  human rights as bodies of rules, laws, concepts, definitions, and 

historical information 

• sources:  constitutional documents, glossaries 

 

Human rights are often represented as a prescriptive set of moral precepts or principles. 

So, a common approach to human rights education is to transmit these lists of rules 

through constitutions or international declarations. Although it is easy to critique this 

“instructive” approach to eduction, the fact is that much of our cultural  knowledge is 

passively conveyed, accepted, and acquired in this manner. The problem is, short of 

learning about legal and constitutional law, such an approach offers very weak incentives 

for people to change attitudes, behaviours, values, and worldviews. Nevertheless, 

language and the negotiation of abstract, cultural rules are part of what it is to be human. 

 

ii.  Moral philosophy for transacting human rights as reasons 

• approach:  moral philosophy  

• activities:  reasoning and thinking 

• content:  human rights as reasons and justifications 

• sources:  philosophical arguments; essays; debates 

 

Knowing the moral precepts of human rights do not necessarily affect the way we treat 

ourselves and others; ultimately, we need moral reasons for doing so. So, human rights 

are more than a set of rules; they are a set of reasons. To accept the precepts willingly, we 

must think through the arguments both for and against them on moral grounds. By 

transacting with human rights in a free and thoughful manner, we gain deeper confidence 

in their value and validity. Justifiable and valid reasons give us the confidence to change 

habits established across generations of social and biological conditioning. Reason is part 

of what it is to be human. 



 

iii.  Moral imagination for transforming human rights as empathy 

• approach:  moral imagination 

• activities:  imagining, empathizing 

• content:  human rights as sensitivity training, cultivating an awareness of 

suffering and the emotional, felt experiences of oneself or others 

• sources:  fictional or non-fictional narratives; awareness exercises; 

phenomenological reflections; journals   

 

Moral reasoning does not necessarily change how we treat ourselves or others; 

ultimately, we need to change the way we imagine and feel about ourselves and others. 

So, human rights are more than a set of reasons, they are also an empathic sensitivity and 

sensibility. Rational views can be quite discrepant with how we imagine and experience 

the world, just as our reason can be strongly influenced by feelings and worldviews. We 

see this in Charles Darwin, who extended his theory of biological evolution to rationalize 

19
th

 century European imperialism. Similarly, the German Nazi party had a highly 

rational approach to legitimate their aversion and envy for other peoples and races. For 

deep change, or deep citizenship as Paul Clarke (1996) calls it, we need to educate our 

imagination and emotions, not just our reasoning. The education of emotions includes 

learning to negotiate negative emotions like anger, possessiveness, arrogance and greed, 

as well as positive emotions like empathy and compassion; the moral imagination is a key 

resource for doing so. The imagination and feelings are part of what it is to be human. 

 

iv.  Moral action for embodying human rights as a way of life 

• approach:  moral action 

• activities:  enacting; embodying 

• content:  human rights as a culture or way of life; as a form of conduct; 

awareness of how people’s values relate to their behaviour 

• sources:  awareness activities; biographies and models of human rights as 

a way of life; journals 

 

A moral imagination and empathic feelings do not necessarily change the way we treat 

ourselves or others; ultimately, we need to change the way we conduct our lives. So, 

human rights are more than an empathic sensibility, they are a way of life. As Socrates 

said, the unexamined life is not worth living. Only by offering people an opportunity to 

examine their own lives and the lives of others can they find the insight to change their 

relationships to make them more consistent with the values of human rights. Awareness, 

choice, and the ability to change one’s actions are part of what it is to be human. 

 

 

b.   Applying the approaches in various contexts: 

 

i.     Educational programs, curricula, and curricular supplements can apply this 

model in at least two ways:  1) Each stage or approach can be used as a distinct unit, or 2) 

the units can be organized by classes of human rights (e.g. the five foundations of human 

rights), and the sequence of approaches applied within each unit.  



 

ii. Therapeutic and other family services can apply the approaches as distinct 

stages in the therapeutic or counselling process. Alternatively, human rights can be 

introduced by certain principles (e.g. the five foundations of human rights organizing the 

case-studies) using the four approaches for each principle. Or, the model can be adapted 

to be used less formally as a means to conduct conversations about family practices. For 

example, the human rights principle can be discussed as a legal or constitutional point, its 

moral justification discussed, a story or case discussed and explored, and the client 

encouraged to apply the principle to their own family context. 

 

iii. Families can conduct self-education through informal discussions that explore the 

four approaches. Such explicit conversations allow families to re-educate themselves in 

the values of human rights. It allows families to recontextualize human rights within their 

own cultural, regional, and family backgrounds.  In doing so, they can explore the 

documents, philosophical perspectives, stories and cases, and applications that are most 

meaningful to them. To find applicable stories from one’s own cultural context can be 

invaluable to helping families to become more equitable, just and humane. This could be 

stories based on religious texts, history, or family history. 

 

c. Gender and cultural differences in learning styles 

An advantage of this approach to human rights education is that it appeals to different 

learning styles and preferences. Some people prefer to think about ethics in terms of 

rules; others in terms of logical reasons and analysis; others in terms of felt identification 

or relationships; and still others in terms of their lived experience. Based on such 

preferences, some learners will be more motivated to adopt human rights through 

studying the Universal Declaration of Human Rights; others through studying 

philosophy; others through studying stories or parables; and still others through a journal 

to reflect on issues arising in their lives. These preferences will strongly affect learners’ 

motivation, confidence, and willingness to apply human rights values. 

 

There may be some differences in learning preferences among certain groups. Research 

suggests that certain gender and cultural groups may prefer different approaches. 

Gilligan’s 1982 study of 29 rural women concluded that men preferred an “ethics of 

rights” based on logical reasoning, whereas women preferred an “ethics of care” based on 

empathy and relationship-centred ethics (Gilligan, 1993). This view has been reinforced 

by feminist moral philosophy in the ensuing years, which has emphasized the role of 

emotions and empathy in ethics (Martha Nussbaum, 2000; 2001; Daryl Koehn,1998; and 

the work of Nel Nodding). Likewise, traditional cultures tend to rely on stories and 

parables to socialize and education lay practitioners. Families can be sanctuaries for 

traditional cultures in modern societies; in these cases, it is very important to draw on 

stories from these tradition to legitimate human rights values where possible. Human 

rights can be validated in spirit, if not detail, by many traditional stories and values. 

 

 

 



Section B:  Key Human Rights Concepts 
 

 

1. What is a human right? 

 

Human rights are those vital needs to be met for a minimally good life. A minimally good 

life is one that offers some degree of well-being, happiness, satisfaction, and fulfillment. 

Human rights are a moral or legal justification and fair claim for protection and support 

to secure such vital needs for every human being. To be “vital,” such a need would be: 

 

1)   Universal:    A need that is vital for every human being 

2)   Equal:         A need everyone is vitally interested in satisfying 

3) Reciprocal:  A need that is simultaneously a claim against others and an  

implicit duty towards them, both persons and institutions 

 

Human rights are grounded in the moral imperative that each and every human life is an 

end-in-itself rather than a means to the ends of others. This distinguishes a living being 

from an object. Most of our possessions exist to serve us; they are designed as the means 

to satisfy our own desires or needs. Human beings, on the other hand, cannot be treated in 

this way on any moral grounds. Their life and happiness are an end-in-itself, and so they 

can be said to have the right to make their own choices and to act to fulfill that end. Every 

person, as a human being, has the moral right to act to secure survival and at least a 

minimum of happiness and fulfillment. Accordingly, human rights protect individuals 

from being exploited in serving the ends of others.  

 

In this respect, a human right is a moral right shared by every human being, which may 

or may not be explicitly protected in law; it is a moral claim on oneself and others, not a 

legal claim. It is a “right,” not because it is legal, correct, or even true, but because it is a 

justifiable moral claim.  That moral claim is the expectation to be treated justly and well, 

and to treat others in the same manner.  

 

 

2. Why human rights in the family? 
 

Some family dysfunctions arise because certain individuals become exploited and abused 

in the service of others. In the process, they are denied the capability and freedom to 

satisfy their own vital needs as human beings. These abuses tend to exist in families long 

before they warrant crisis interventions by police and social services. For this reason, 

human rights education offers a preventative method for addressing dysfunctional family 

relations before they reach crises proportions. They offer a non-threatening way to teach 

family members how to identify and make reasonable claims on one another in both 

healthy and disfunctional contexts alike. As education, it can offer a more palatable form 

of intervention than more traditional therapeutic or legal interventions. 

 

Human rights are moral precepts that exists between people who may or may not share a 

common religious or cultural frame of reference. The family is the nexus for our contact 



with the wider communities in which we live and negotiate our livelihood, education, and 

well-being. So, introducing human rights in the context of the family offers a way to 

harmonize our personal and public values and practices. This is particularly important in 

a multicultural context like Canada, human rights. At the same time, human rights are not 

intended to serve as a comprehensive moral system or culture. As the minimal conditions 

for a good life, human rights need to be enhanced with other cultural, religious, aesthetic, 

and intellectual resources of the family and community. 

 

 

3. Human rights as capabilities 

In recent years, there has been an initiative to operationalize human rights for application 

in international development contexts under the aegis of UNESCO and the scholarly 

writing of Amartya Sen and Martha Nussbaum (2000). The capabilities approach, as it is 

called, translates human rights into a series of minimal capabilities human beings can 

cultivate to establish a minimal quality of life. They are designed to direct and assess 

development in terms of its ability to enhance the quality of life of citizens. Nussbaum 

enumerates these capabilities as: 1) life; 2) bodily health; 3) bodily integrity; 4) senses, 

imagination, and thought; 5) emotions; 6) practical reason; 7) affiliation; 8) other species; 

9) play; 10) control over one’s environment (both political and material) (p. 78-80). 

Furthermore, these capability criteria establish a set of minimal requirements that 

governments need to provide to their citizens. These have been applied in UNESCOs 

Human Development Index to distinguish benign from exploitative development. 

Nussbaum (2000) uses the capability approach to assess the effect of international 

development on the quality of life of women in particular, in this case in India: 

Women in much of the world lack support for fundamental functions of a human 

life…Women have fewer opportunities than men to live free from fear and to 

enjoy rewarding types of love—especially when, as often happens, they are 

married without choice in childhood and have no recourse from bad marriages. In 

all these ways, unequal social and political circumstances give women unequal 

human capabilities… Women, in short, lack essential support for leading lives 

that are fully human. This lack of support is frequently caused by their being 

women. Thus, even when they live in a constitutional democracy such as India, 

where they are equals in theory, they are second-class citizens in reality. (p. 2-4) 

 

As Nussbaum suggests, establishing equality in the public domain is insufficient for 

securing the capabilities for a minimally good human life for women and dependents. For 

this, the family must itself be motivated to alter their relations to respect the principles of 

equality and universality embodied by the constitutions of the state. So, the capabilities 

approach offer a way of understanding and justifying human rights in the personal 

domain of the family: Do all family members have equal capacity to cultivate the 

capabilities that contribute to a minimally good human life. 

 

8.         Who holds human rights? 

 

To quality as a human rights holder: 

1. biologically human 



2. avoid violating another’s human rights 

3. vital needs for living a life of minimal value 

 

9. What constitutes a “right”? 

 

Because we all share certain vital needs as human beings, these rights hold across 

cultural, religious, and individual differences. Yet, how do we decide which needs are 

worthy of the status of a right? Two important criteria to decide if a need is vital and 

worth of the title of a are that the need is “universal” and that it is capable of being 

applied “equally”; that is, do all people, regardless of differences, share that vital need, 

and can it be equally secured for all individuals. For example, although “good health” 

may be perceive universally as a factor in well-being, it cannot be offered equally in even 

the most advanced and equitable healthcare environments. Genetics, age, and 

unforeseeable accidents infSo, this need might be interpreted instead as the “right to basic 

preventative medical care.” These vital needs fall under two broad categories: 1) 

protection from harm, and 2) access to the basic requirements and capacities for a 

minimally good life. In this respect, human rights are both negative—freedom from 

tyranny and oppression (protections); and positive—freedom to the minimal conditions 

for a good life (rights and capabilities).  

 

 

A “human right” is something that one vitally needs for well-being (Wiggins, 1986). So, 

for a need “x” to constitute an object of human rights: 

 

1. the deprivation, of lack, of x would harm that person’s very functioning in life as 

a human being; 

2. there are no acceptable substitutes for x available to that person; and 

3. x is integral to that person’s living a life of minimal value. 

 

3. Universality and equality of human rights.   

Universality:  Deep citizenship 

 

4.         Individual and community rights 

 

If there is light in the soul, there will be beauty in the person. 

If there is beauty in the person, there will be harmony in the home. 

If there is harmony in the home there will be order in the nation. 

If there is order in the nation, there will be peace in the world. 

 

       Confucius, Great Learning 

 

5.         Rights and responsibilities 

 

See Orend’s section on negative and positive rights 

 



6.         What’s love got to do with it? Suffering, compassion, and well-being (when 

suffering is tolerated at home, how much more difficult to cultivate empathy for the 

suffering of a stranger) 

 

See Nussbaum’s “Upheavals of thought” 

 

7.         Empathy, reciprocity, and the Golden Rule 

(from emotions to ethics) 

- female ethics (D. Koehn) 

 

 

 

10. “Foundational Five” Objects of Human Rights 

Building on this understanding of human rights as “vital interests for leading a minimally 

good life,” Brian Orend (2002) has identified five broad categories of human rights that 

are used to organize this handbook. They are 1) personal security; 2) material 

subsistence; 3) elemental equality; 4) personal freedom; and 5) recognition as a member 

of the human community.  

 

a. Personal security “means reliable protection from, or freedom from, a context of 

violence that poses a threat either to one’s very life, or at least to the core aspects of one’s 

physical and mental well-being” (Orend, 2002, p. 64).   

 

Note that this definition includes physical and psychological safety, and therefore implies 

protection from perceived, not just literal, threats to personal security. Tyrannical 

organizations can give the impression of offering greater security to complicit members, 

but such security is enforced through an insidious, underlying threat to members’ security 

and well-being. This is as true of tyrannical families as of tyrannical states. So, the right 

to personal security means individuals in the family have the right to reliable protection 

from the fear of potential physical or psychological abuse, not just explicit abuse.  

 

b. Material subsistence “means having secure access to those resources one 

requires to meet one’s biological nees—notably a minimal level of nutritious food, clean 

water, fresh air, some clothing and shelter, and basic preventative health care” (Orend, 

2002, p. 64).   

 

c. Elemental equality “means our need to be regarded as equal in status with other 

moral agents, and not to suffer from vicious and groundless social discrimination” 

(Orend, 2002, p. 64).   

 

d. Personal freedom “means the need to folow one’s own path in life, not subject to 

coercive interference with one’s critical life choices. Liberty also implies the need to have 

some space to enjoy some privacy, and above all to develop a degree of personal identity, 

integrity and autonomy” (Orend, 2002, p. 64).   

 



e. Recognition as a member of the human community “means our deep need as 

social beings for acknowledgement from others of our own humanity, of our own worth, 

and of our own belonging to, and full membership within, the human community” 

(Orend, 2002, p. 64).   

 

 

 

 



Part IV: Appendices 

 

 

Section A: Universal Declaration of Human Rights 
 

 
 

 
 

 

On December 10, 1948 the General Assembly of the United Nations adopted and 

proclaimed the Universal Declaration of Human Rights the full text of which appears in 

the following pages. Following this historic act the Assembly called upon all Member 

countries to publicize the text of the Declaration and "to cause it to be disseminated, 

displayed, read and expounded principally in schools and other educational institutions, 

without distinction based on the political status of countries or territories."  

 

PREAMBLE 

Whereas recognition of the inherent dignity and of the equal and inalienable rights of all 

members of the human family is the foundation of freedom, justice and peace in the 

world,  

 

Whereas disregard and contempt for human rights have resulted in barbarous acts which 

have outraged the conscience of mankind, and the advent of a world in which human 

beings shall enjoy freedom of speech and belief and freedom from fear and want has been 

proclaimed as the highest aspiration of the common people,  

 

Whereas it is essential, if man is not to be compelled to have recourse, as a last resort, to 

rebellion against tyranny and oppression, that human rights should be protected by the 

rule of law,  

 

Whereas it is essential to promote the development of friendly relations between nations,  

 

Whereas the peoples of the United Nations have in the Charter reaffirmed their faith in 

fundamental human rights, in the dignity and worth of the human person and in the equal 

rights of men and women and have determined to promote social progress and better 

standards of life in larger freedom,  

 

Whereas Member States have pledged themselves to achieve, in co-operation with the 

United Nations, the promotion of universal respect for and observance of human rights 

and fundamental freedoms,  

 

Whereas a common understanding of these rights and freedoms is of the greatest 

importance for the full realization of this pledge,  



Now, Therefore,  

THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY proclaims  

 

THIS UNIVERSAL DECLARATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS as a common standard 

of achievement for all peoples and all nations, to the end that every individual and every 

organ of society, keeping this Declaration constantly in mind, shall strive by teaching and 

education to promote respect for these rights and freedoms and by progressive measures, 

national and international, to secure their universal and effective recognition and 

observance, both among the peoples of Member States themselves and among the 

peoples of territories under their jurisdiction.  

 

Article 1. 

All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights. They are endowed with 

reason and conscience and should act towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood.  

 

Article 2. 

Everyone is entitled to all the rights and freedoms set forth in this Declaration, without 

distinction of any kind, such as race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other 

opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status. Furthermore, no 

distinction shall be made on the basis of the political, jurisdictional or international status 

of the country or territory to which a person belongs, whether it be independent, trust, 

non-self-governing or under any other limitation of sovereignty.  

 

Article 3. 

Everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of person.  

 

Article 4. 

No one shall be held in slavery or servitude; slavery and the slave trade shall be 

prohibited in all their forms.  

 

Article 5. 

No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or 

punishment.  

 

Article 6. 

Everyone has the right to recognition everywhere as a person before the law.  

 

Article 7. 

All are equal before the law and are entitled without any discrimination to equal 

protection of the law. All are entitled to equal protection against any discrimination in 

violation of this Declaration and against any incitement to such discrimination.  

 

Article 8. 

Everyone has the right to an effective remedy by the competent national tribunals for acts 

violating the fundamental rights granted him by the constitution or by law.  

 



Article 9. 

No one shall be subjected to arbitrary arrest, detention or exile.  

 

Article 10. 

Everyone is entitled in full equality to a fair and public hearing by an independent and 

impartial tribunal, in the determination of his rights and obligations and of any criminal 

charge against him.  

 

Article 11. 

(1) Everyone charged with a penal offence has the right to be presumed innocent until 

proved guilty according to law in a public trial at which he has had all the guarantees 

necessary for his defence.  

(2) No one shall be held guilty of any penal offence on account of any act or omission 

which did not constitute a penal offence, under national or international law, at the time 

when it was committed Nor shall a heavier penalty be imposed than the one that was 

applicable at the time the penal offence was committed.  

 

Article 12. 

No one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference with his privacy, family, home or 

correspondence, nor to attacks upon his honour and reputation Everyone has the right to 

the protection of the law against such interference or attacks.  

 

Article 13. 

(1) Everyone has the right to freedom of movement and residence within the borders of 

each state.  

(2) Everyone has the right to leave any country, including his own, and to return to his 

country.  

 

Article 14. 

(1) Everyone has the right to seek and to enjoy in other countries asylum from 

persecution.  

(2) This right may not be invoked in the case of prosecutions genuinely arising from non-

political crimes or from acts contrary to the purposes and principles of the United 

Nations.  

 

Article 15. 

(1) Everyone has the right to a nationality.  

(2) No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his nationality nor denied the right to change 

his nationality.  

 

Article 16. 

(1) Men and women of full age, without any limitation due to race, nationality or religion, 

have the right to marry and to found a family. They are entitled to equal rights as to 

marriage, during marriage and at its dissolution.  

(2) Marriage shall be entered into only with the free and full consent of the intending 

spouses.  



(3) The family is the natural and fundamental group unit of society and is entitled to 

protection by society and the State.  

 

Article 17. 

(1) Everyone has the right to own property alone as well as in association with others.  

(2) No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his property.  

 

Article 18. 

Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion; this right includes 

freedom to change his religion or belief, and freedom, either alone or in community with  

others and in public or private, to manifest his religion or belief in teaching, practice, 

worship and observance.  

 

Article 19. 

Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression; this right includes freedom 

to hold opinions without interference and to seek, receive and impart information and 

ideas through any media and regardless of frontiers.  

 

Article 20. 

(1) Everyone has the right to freedom of peaceful assembly and association.  

(2) No one may be compelled to belong to an association.  

 

Article 21. 

(1) Everyone has the right to take part in the government of his country, directly or 

through freely chosen representatives.  

(2) Everyone has the right to equal access to public service in his country.  

(3) The will of the people shall be the basis of the authority of government; this shall be 

expressed in periodic and genuine elections which shall be by universal and equal 

suffrage and shall be held by secret vote or by equivalent free voting procedures.  

 

Article 22. 

Everyone, as a member of society, has the right to social security and is entitled to 

realization, through national effort and international co-operation and in accordance with 

the organization and resources of each State, of the economic, social and cultural rights 

indispensable for his dignity and the free development of his personality.  

 

Article 23. 

(1) Everyone has the right to work, to free choice of employment, to just and favourable 

conditions of work and to protection against unemployment.  

(2) Everyone, without any discrimination, has the right to equal pay for equal work.  

(3) Everyone who works has the right to just and favourable remuneration ensuring for 

himself and his family an existence worthy of human dignity, and supplemented, if 

necessary, by other means of social protection.  

(4) Everyone has the right to form and to join trade unions for the protection of his 

interests.  

 



 

Article 24. 

Everyone has the right to rest and leisure, including reasonable limitation of working 

hours and periodic holidays with pay.  

 

Article 25. 

(1) Everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate for the health and well-being 

of himself and of his family, including food, clothing, housing and medical care and 

necessary social services, and the right to security in the event of unemployment, 

sickness, disability, widowhood, old age or other lack of livelihood in circumstances 

beyond his control.  

(2) Motherhood and childhood are entitled to special care and assistance. All children, 

whether born in or out of wedlock, shall enjoy the same social protection.  

 

Article 26. 

(1) Everyone has the right to education. Education shall be free, at least in the elementary 

and fundamental stages. Elementary education shall be compulsory. Technical and 

professional education shall be made generally available and higher education shall be 

equally accessible to all on the basis of merit.  

(2) Education shall be directed to the full development of the human personality and to 

the strengthening of respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms. It shall promote 

understanding, tolerance and friendship among all nations, racial or religious groups, and 

shall further the activities of the United Nations for the maintenance of peace.  

(3) Parents have a prior right to choose the kind of education that shall be given to their 

children.  

 

Article 27. 

(1) Everyone has the right freely to participate in the cultural life of the community, to 

enjoy the arts and to share in scientific advancement and its benefits.  

(2) Everyone has the right to the protection of the moral and material interests resulting 

from any scientific, literary or artistic production of which he is the author.  

 

Article 28. 

Everyone is entitled to a social and international order in which the rights and freedoms 

set forth in this Declaration can be fully realized.  

 

Article 29. 

(1) Everyone has duties to the community in which alone the free and full development 

of his personality is possible.  

(2) In the exercise of his rights and freedoms, everyone shall be subject only to such 

limitations as are determined by law solely for the purpose of securing due recognition 

and respect for the rights and freedoms of others and of meeting the just requirements of 

morality, public order and the general welfare in a democratic society.  

(3) These rights and freedoms may in no case be exercised contrary to the purposes and 

principles of the United Nations.  

 



Article 30. 

Nothing in this Declaration may be interpreted as implying for any State, group or person 

any right to engage in any activity or to perform any act aimed at the destruction of any 

of the rights and freedoms set forth herein. 
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